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9333, Cali: 485-2081, Montera: 789-4017 and from the rest of the country at 01 8000 96 96 00, free line from the landline. My name is Christopher and I'm just like you, or maybe it's the exact opposite, maybe we don't look like each other, maybe we don't have anything in common. However, we can be very equal and
have unanswered questions and constant research. Although I think I shouldn't, I don't think I look like you, an introverted friend, transparent in a lot, addicted to addiction. At the end of the day, it doesn't matter what I look like or who I am. What you have in your hands is my diary and it invites you to live in a MAYBE and
fall in love so that you ignore it. Life introduced me to present me with her the desire to live. It all started in May, but I can't tell you what the date is today. I invite you into my life full of excesses and fun, I invite you into a world in crisis and into a life full of music, concerts and poetry. I invite you to get to know me
thoroughly, to judge me and to love me, to be exposed to future similarities, constant metaphors and love for her, especially that, a crazy love story is immersed in an impossible. Opinion on YouTube: four seasons about the life of a young adult named Christopher, he tells us a decline of his life through his diary, we
know above all his ideals and the love that changed him forever. Although it sounds strange of me, I have to tell you that I LOVE THIS BOOK if it is a romantic book, yes, it is not the best story in the world, yes, blah, blah, blah. Those who know me know that I hate these stories of love, more strawberry opinion on
YouTube: four seasons it's about the life of a young adult named Christopher, he tells us a decline of his life through his diary, we know above all his ideals and the love that will keep him forever Has. Although it sounds strange of me, I have to tell you that I LOVE THIS BOOK if it is a romantic book, yes, it is not the best
story in the world, yes, blah, blah, blah. Those who know me know that I hate these love stories, more strawberries than fruits and color together and full of  unicorns and rainbow , but I tell them it wasn't for the story I loved, that's not why why A lot has happened, even since Chris describes the girl he fell in love
with, it's so intimate because of something so intimate that it's so unspeakable to me, I can simplify it in I'M JUST LIKE CHRIS . Except the physicist, there, when we are very different It is his way of thinking what he has studied, that he is with his life, his virtues and mistakes, those details of arrogance and volatility
that make his imperfections human, an IDEALIST that WHEN HE THE OPPORTUNITY WOULD CHANGE THE WORLD, I just felt that he and I are the same, we think the same, we think the same , we do the same stupid things and sometimes we are not brave enough to love the people who love us and that we know
that we know that we know that we know that we know that we know, that we know that we know that we know that we know that we know that we know that we know that we amamos.NO FORGET YOUR IDEALISTIC THINKING , MAN, THAT WAS DIRECT FOR MY CORA, NOT MAMEN, I'M SURE THE AUTHOR
WROTE IT FOR ME It was a heartbreaking book, not for the story, but because I see myself there, inside, instead of identifying with the character, I felt that I was THE CHARACTER, it's much more than I could ask of this book. PS: I'm going to have to talk to the author to see if she's broken into my diary or what,
because Chris and I are actually the same MENN . PPD: I would talk to you more, but better not to abuse XD. PPPD: READ IT AND YOU WILL KNOW ME, we even do the same from the PDs, I better leave before they send me for the fuck XD . ... more Subtotal (0) Product AR -00.00 X Close YOUR
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